Absfrucf-This paper studies mobile-generated traffic distributions in mobile ATM networks and evaluates the performance of path rerouting algorithms for handoff control. In mobile ATM networks, user mobility and handoff path rerouting may produce extra traffic load over network links, requiring larger network capacity to support the same QoS. In this paper, we propose a flow model for mobile ATM networks. The model represents the mobile-generated traffic as a set of stochastic flows over a set of OD (Origin-Destination) pairs. The user mobility is defined by transfer probabilities of the flows and the handoff path rerouting algorithm is modeled by a transformation between the routing functions for traffic flows. The analysis shows that user mobility may cause temporal variations as well as smoothing effects on the network traffic. Using the flow network model, typical handoff path rerouting algorithms are evaluated through both analytical and experimental approaches. The evaluation methodology can be used for either redesigning the network topology for a given path rerouting algorithm or selecting a path rerouting algorithm for a given network topology under a specific mobile service scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the demand for wireless and broadband services has been growing rapidly. Wireless ATM [ l ] has been considered a candidate solution for providing broadband wireless services. A wireless ATM network consists of an ATM radio access network and a "mobile ATM" core network. The "mobile A M ' network is a common network infrastructure that supports user mobility for wireless ATM as well as other mobile services, such as GSM, wireless LAN etc. [ 2 4 ] .
The key mobility support function in mobile ATM networks is the path rerouting process that is required when a mobile terminal moves ifrom one access point to another. Previous studies, conducted through both research [3-111 and standardization [ 12-15] activities, have mainly focused on protocol design. Performance evaluation of path rerouting algorithms has been conducted through simulation [6].
This paper intends to evaluate path rerouting algorithms for handoff control through both analytical and experimental approaches. Traditionally, in a circuit network such as telephony system, a queueing model is used to describe traffic with constant bandwidth requirements at the burst level and a Poisson arrival process at the call level. Although an ATM network uses virtual circuits, its traffic may have large variations at both burst level and call level. For example, the call lifetime can be as short as getting a small text webpage or as long as transferring a large videofaudio stream. And at the burst level, the bandwidth requirement for each call may be CBR, VBR, ABR or UBR with a very diversified range.
In a mobile ATM network, traffic arrivals and departures occur in discrete bandwidth units on a call-by-call basis; however the limited capacity of wireless networks dictates that the bandwidth requirement of a wireless call are small relative to the link capacities in a fixed ATM network. Thus, as long as the number of calls (circuits) over each OD pair is large enough, the overall traffic can be approximated as a continuous function of time although the variations are caused by discrete events, such as call arrivals, departures, handoffs and call bursts. Therefore, we propose to use aflow model, which only describes the network traffic at the burst level using instantaneous bandwidth requirements or transmission rates.
The flow model defines the network traffic as a set of stochastic processes v o w s ) over OD (origin-destination) pairs. User mobility is represented by the probability of the flow transferring between OD (Origin-Destination) pairs. In addition, each traffic flow is associated with a routing function and the handoff path rerouting algorithms are modeled by transformations between the routing functions. Based on this model, handoff and path rerouting algorithm can be studied analytically.
This paper does not address the optimization problems in network topology or routing design. Instead, we evaluate the extra cost that a core network must pay to support mobile services using different path rerouting algorithms. The purpose of performance evaluation for handoff path rerouting algorithms is twofold. First, the results can be used for re-engineering the network topology and link capacities of the ATM core network according to the user mobility pattern and path rerouting algorithm. Second, for a given mobile ATM core network, the results can be used for selecting a path rerouting algorithm or altering user mobility patterns by relocating radio access points.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the flow network model. In section 3, we give the analytical results ifrom an example with simple traffic requirements and network topology. In section 4, through simulation, experimental results are given for a generic PNNI network topology with different user mobility patterns.
FLOW NETWORK MODEL FOR MOBILE ATM NETWORKS

A. Mobile ATM networks
A mobile ATM network consists of a core ATM network and wireless access points. The core ATM network has ATM switches as nodes and fiber optic links between switches as edges. The When the mobile user moves from cell a4 to cell aO, it is necessary for the network to reroute the flow to a route which goes through the new access point A.4.6. This requires a handoff control process and path rerouting algorithm. Figure 1 depicts three new routes. Each has a different anchor node (crossover switch or COS) to reroute the connection path, corresponding to a particular path rerouting algorithm. First is the Last Divergence (LD) algorithm with the COS at A.2.3. It aims to improve the efficiency of the network resource utilization by optimizing the path length after each handoff. Second is the Path Extension (PE) algorithm with the COS at A.3.3. It aims for low complexity by just extending the original path ifrom the old access point to the new access point. Third is the First Divergence (FD) algorithm with the COS at A.3.4. It is a tradeoff between complexity and performance by avoiding the duplicate paths generated by PE algorithm.
B. Network topology and mobility pattem
A mobile ATM network has a topology which can be defined asagraphG = [X,C],whereX = {1,2, ..., N}areNnodesin the network and C = { c i j , i, j E X} is a link capacity matrix.
If ci, > 0. we say there is a link, or a C-edge (Capacity edge) from node i to node j .
In addition, the network topology of a mobile ATM network has a mobilitypanern, G,(t) = [Y, D(t) ], where, Y C X is a set of wireless access points and D ( t ) = { d i j ( t ) } is the User Transition Matrix of the network. At time t, a mobile user departing from access point i will enter node j with probability dij ( t ) . If di,(t) > 0, we say there is an M-edge (Mobility edge) from node i to j , i.e. node j is a neighbor of node i at time t. The user transition matrix D ( t ) will depend on the users' call lifetimes and access point dwell times.
C. Traficjows and handoff
For a given mobile ATM network with topology G, the network traffic can be specified as bandwidth requirements over the OD (origin-destination nodes) pairs. Each requirement can be represented by a random process (flow) in the unit of bandwidth per second. A flow consists of infinite numbers of infinitesimal calls over the OD pair. Each call can be viewed as a contributor of a minijow, which may take a specific route in the network. The bandwidth of a traffic flow in a mobile ATM network is randomly changed because of call arrivals and departures, call handoffs and call bursts. In general, a multimedia traffic flow may be quite complicated statistically. However, in this paper, we assume that the bandwidth requirements of traffic flows are memoryless, meaning the holding time is exponentially distributed. In this case, the traffic flow &(t) on OD pair k is a Markov process which satisfies the following stochastic differential equations, for k = 1, ..., K :
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In equation (l), 4 k (t) is the trafJic demand representing new bandwidth requirement (in bitslsec) over the time period At, pk(t) is the service rate of traffic flow $ k ( t ) on OD pair k , and p l k ( t ) is the handof transfer probability, representing the probability that a call in the traffic flow finished its service in an OD pair 01 and moves to a neighboring OD pair ok. The probability that a departure call from 01 terminates is plo(t).
where A ( t ) is flow transition matrix with Aij = -p i ( t ) for i = j and Aij = p i ( t ) p i j ( t ) for i # j . The flow transition matrix A(t) can be derived from the user transition matrix D ( t )
given the call lifetime and user dwell times at the wireless access points; however, space limitations preclude this development.
D. Routingfunctions and path rerouting algorithms
In a mobile ATM network, each traffic flow $ k ( t ) has a routing function defined by a vector where ~k ,~( t ) is the probability that the link U is being used by any call in the flow $ k ( t ) . as a result of dynamic routing process. In either case, the routing function may be varied by the path rerouting process for handoff control.
In particular, we assume that the traffic demand & ( t ) is initially routed according to the routing function Z k ( t ) = [ z k , l ( t ) , . . . ,Zk,M(t)lT where zk,,,(t) is the fraction of the traf-
In addition, we define ~l k ,~( t )
as the fraction of the handoff traffic on C-edge U based on a path 
~k ,~( t ) $ k ( t ) .
For all IC and U , it must satisfy the traffic balance equation
A(~k,u(t)$k(t)) = -~l k ( t ) u k , u ( t ) $ k ( t ) A t
M + Cwlk,uPlsCll(t)glrl(t)At + A(.%U(tMk(t)) (3)
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To characterize wlk,+(t), we define
where the M x M matrix H l k (t) is called apath rerouting transform matrk, which re-assigns the handoff flow, from I+!JI(~) to $ k ( t ) , to a new route according to given path rerouting algorithm.
Let us give an example in In general, the rerouting of the handoff flows can be either static and based only on fixed network topology or dynamic and based on both network topology and traffic loads. The H l k ( t ) may be deterministic functions of time or random processes. If H l k ( t ) is deterministic, for given path rerouting algorithm (given rules of rerouting), it is not difficult, though complicated for a large network, to obtain { H l k ( t ) } . Otherwise, it is possible to estimate { H l k ( t ) } through statistical measurement. With the path rerouting transform matrix { H l k ( t ) } , we can solve for the routing functions { Vk (t)} by following equations.
We call the vector $ k ( t ) V k ( t ) a generic networkflow of an OD pair ok which carries its routing information. Solving the balance equations (2) and (5), we can evaluate the traffic loads over network links.
To summarize, a mobile ATM network is modeled by a flow network model with a fixed network topology G, an access network topology (mobility pattern) G,(t) = (G, D ( t ) ) , network traffic flows { $ k ( t ) } , input traffic flow {@(t)}, traffic service rate { p k ( t ) } , routing functions {Vk(t)}, and path rerouting transformations { H l k ( t ) } . The traffic distribution over the network depends on all factors; however, our analysis will focus on the effects of the user mobility ( D ( t ) ) and the handoff path rerouting ( { H i k ( t ) } ) .
ANALYSIS ON TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION
We have given the flow balance equations at two levels. One is at OD pair level and the other is at the link level. In this section, the user mobility effects on traffic flows on both levels are analyzed. flows handoff in than flows handoff out, or decrease, if more flows handoff out than flows handoff in. These properties are quite intuitive and so the proofs are not given. The third property tells us that at a given time period, the traffic requirement over an OD pair may be larger or smaller because user mobility causes temporal variations on network traffic loads. Although the total traffic load is conserved at any given time, the network capacity requirements could be larger than what for non-mobile-generated traffic, since user mobility may cause traffic requirements varying from time to time but the network topology and link capacity may not permit the corresponding changes.
Previous studies show that the dynamic routing schemes can help the network adapt to traffic load variations. Similarly, we will see the temporal variations can be relieved by dynamic path rerouting algorithms for handoff control.
Consider a simple example from Figure 4 . Suppose A is in a residential area while C is in a business area. D is attached with a newspaper server. Mobile users are reading newspapers while they are commuting from home to work or from work to home. In the morning (t = tm), more users move from A to C than from C to A. In the afternoon (t = ta), more users move from C to A than from A to C. They are reflected by
~1 2 ( t m )
> n l ( t m ) and p12(ta) < m l ( t a ) , respectively. SUPpose, the new requests from A and C are symmetric and constant, i.e. mu, (t) = m,,(t) = mo. The mean value of flows on OD pairs are where T is the average service time for traffic flow. When user mobility is symmetric, i.e. plz(t) = p 2 1 ( t ) , the traffic flows on both OD pairs are balanced, then the traffic loads are independent of user mobility, m l ( t ) = m2(t) = Tmo. Otherwise, the mean values of flows $ l ( t ) and $ 2 ( t ) depend on the user mobility, as reflected by the handoff probability p i j . For example, if in the morning, p 2 1 ( t m ) = 0.1,p12(tm) = 0.9, then m z ( t m ) = 1.8Tmo and m l ( t m ) = 0.2Tmo. Suppose traffic flow t+bl(t) always takes the route ABD, it is necessary to increase the capacity of AB to meet the traffic with 80% higher mean value. If in the afternoon, the user mobility is in the opposite direction, it requires the increment of the capacity of C B .
As a result, to support user mobility, both AB and C B need more capacity! 2) Covariance and the smoothing effect: In a small network with few subscribers, the temporal variations caused by user mobility may be significant. However, if the number of subscribers is large, even in a short time period the traffic flow over an OD pair may be balanced by the movement of mobile users. However, even if the traffic flows are balanced, the variations in the traffic flows can still be observed through the second moments -covariances.
If the rate of traffic demand O(t) is a white noise, or equivalently, the traffic demand @(t) is a Brownian motion process, the covariance of the traffic flows satisfies
The proof refers to [16] . The covariances of the traffic flows always depend on the user mobility regardless of the balance of traffic flows. However, when traffic flows are balanced, a smoothing effect can be observed, in that the variances of the traffic flows decrease as the user mobility increases.
Without loss of generality, we show this smoothing effect through an example in Figure 5 . The rate of traffic demands are iid processes with mean m, and variance U,, and user mobility is symmetric among three OD pairs with all p k l = p/2. The traffic flows $ 1 , $ 2 , $3 will be same on all three OD pairs because of the symmetry and will have mean and variance
(9)
The correlation coefficient between traffic flows is In Figure 6 , the variance vs. user mobility is shown, where user mobility L = 1/(1 -p) is scaled by the average journey length of a mobile user during its average call lifetime. In addition to the variance, the correlation between traffic flows is shown. As the user mobility increases, the traffic flow correlation increases also. The simulation results (dashed lines) come from the model's simulation based on Equation (l), which verifies the correctness of Equation (8).
Since the flow variances decrease as the user mobility increases, the traffic overflow (data loss rate) will decrease on those links with limited capacity. In Figure 7 , we show the loss rate vs. user mobility by assuming traffic flows obey a Gaussian distribution. In general, the loss rate is determined by the tail distributions (or effective bandwidth) of the traffic flows. It is expected that the effective bandwidth of the traffic flows will decrease if the variances of the flows decrease. Thus the smoothing effect of user mobility should reduce the loss rate. The simulation result (dashed line) is the measurement of the average of traffic overflow for a given link capacity in the model's simulation.
iFrom the analysis of the means and covariances of the traffic flows, we observed that user mobility causes temporal variations in the network traffic loads and has the smoothing effect on network traffic distribution. The results tell us that if in any period (short or long), the users' movement among cells is balanced, the traffic distribution over OD pairs is smoothed due to user mobility. In other words, the network service quality may be improved due to the user mobility. However, if the users' movements are not balanced among cells in any period, the traffic load on some OD pairs may increase while the others may decrease. As the result, the network service quality may be degraded due to the user mobility.
B. Handoffflows and path rerouting algorithms
When a mobile user has a handover from one wireless access point to another wireless access point, all traffic flows associated with the user must migrate to routes linked to the new access point.
Equation (5) can be solved when routing functions { K ( t ) }
are independent of traffic flows { $ k ( t ) } , meaning path rerouting transform matrix { H l k ( t ) } are deterministic given by path rerouting algorithm. In another word, alternative rerouting which dynamically adapts traffic distributions is not used. In this case, we can take statistical average on Equation (5). which yields, for all k = 1, ..., K
clk ( t > W k (t)Vk ( t ) =
K -k plk (t)pl (t)m@, (t)Wlk ( t ) -k mu, ( t ) z l ( t ) (12)
1 substitute solution of Equation (6) Let us look at the example in Figure 4 again, we may have different path rerouting algorithms. A call in flow $1 at A can rerouted to the flow $2 at either B or C. If the anchor point is chosen as B, the link CB will take the handoff traffic flow from $1. As we pointed out, the handoff traffic may not be balanced, for example, in the morning, there are more handoffs into C than handoffs out of C. The link capacity of C B must be increased to maintain the same QoS. However, it is possible to reroute the handoff traffic at other anchor nodes. For example, reroute the handoff traffic at A, i.e. the handoff flow from $1 can take D from $1 will take an extended path CA, resulting in the route becoming CABD. In case a call is a handoff ifrom A to C and then back from C to A, the handoff flow of the call will take an overall extended path ACA which forms a loop. The route for the call becomes ACABD. For the FD algorithm, the COS is at either A or C and the handoff traffic flow from $1 takes the extended path C A which makes the route become CABD. The FD algorithm takes the same extended path as the PE algorithm, however, it does not form a flow loop.
To identify the traffic load induced by path rerouting, we must (1) find the initial routing functions, (2) find the path rerouting matrix, (3) solve the balance equation on network links to obtain the routing functions and (4) evaluate the incremental traffic load.
First, we determine the initial routing functions, i.e. the routing functions without user mobility. In this example with five network links AB, AC, C B , CA, BD, they are This motivates the use of alternative path rerouting algorithm for handoff traffic control. A path rerouting algorithm for handoff control specifies where and how a connection path is rerouted. We have given three typical path rerouting algorithms in section 11, as illustrated by Figure 1 . Theoretically, path rerouting algorithm can be defined by the transform matrix H l k (t) with following features for each algorithm.
Lust Divergence (LD) Algorithm: using the LD algorithm, statistically, all traffic flows for OD pair Ok will take the same set of routes Vk (t) regardless they are from new calls or handoff calls, since handoff calls also take the optimal route. This requires the path rerouting transform matrix to satisfy Hlk(t)Vi(t) = vk(t). Path Extension (PE): in the PE algorithm, the path rerouting transform matrix satisfies Wlk = Hlk(t)K(t) = ( I +
Alk(t))&(t), where &(t) represents the handoff flows
transfered to the links on a extended path. For a mobile ATM network, if the extended path are long, the performance of PE algorithm will be low. The &(t) is always positive which makes the connection path longer and longer after each handoff.
First Divergence (FD): the FD algorithm uses the same extended route as in PE for every handoff, however, the duplicated part is removed. Suppose the path rerouting algorithm satisfies Wlk(t) = Hlk(t)Vi(t) = ( I + Alk(t))V,(t), where Alk(t) represents the handoff flows transfer away from the links on the old path, and to the links on the new path. We will outline an analysis procedure to evaluate the performance of these three typical path rerouting algorithms through a simple example. Although the example is simple, as shown in Figure 8 , the methodology can be used in general situations. In Figure 8 , for the LD algorithm, the COS is always at B , so the handoff traffic flow from takes only the optimal route C B D after handoff. For the PE algorithm, the handoff traffic flow Second, we find the path rerouting transform matrices HI2 and H21. These will be different for three path rerouting algorithms. The routing function K ( t ) can be obtained by solving both balance equations for OD pairs and network links, Equation (2) and ( Combined with the statistics we previously obtained for traffic flows, we can analyze the traffic distributions on network links. For example, if mobility pattern is balanced, the only thing is affected by the user mobility is the variances of the flows on AB and CB and they decrease as user mobility increases. If mobility pattern is unbalanced, it is possible that ml > m2.
which requires AB to have higher capacity when user mobility exists.
2) PE algorithm: For the PE algorithm, the COS is always at the OldBS and every handoff extends the previous connection path by one more hop. This implies 
A good path rerouting algorithm should have little increment in
The routing functions depend on mobility and they show how much of a given flow uses a specific network link. We can get the means and variances of link traffic flows {yu(t)} based on the solution of Equation (2) 
(1 -P12P21) which will increase greatly as user mobility increases. The cost of the PE algorithm is the traffic flows on links AC and CA. To algorithm which removes possible duplication.
3) FD algorithm: For the FD algorithm, the COS is at the OldBS (or the NewBS) and a handoff may increase or decrease the path length by one. Thus, Given H 1 2 and H 2 1 , the solution of (5) and (6) Analytical analysis on example in Figure 8 the new path which takes handoff traffic flow is long, the extra traffic load caused by user mobility will be large. For example, if the peak value of ml is 1.8Tm0, the extra cost of using LD algorithm is 0 . 8 g~~ = 4 while only 0 . 8 g~c = 0.8 for F D algorithm. Thus in the case of unbalanced traffic, we can evaluate the performance of path rerouting algorithms using the handofS new path route length
IUk(t)l = IV&(t) -Zk(t)l (18)
for the route length of OD pair k. In our example, suppose at time tm. pi2 = Pmaz and p2i = pmin, at time ta, pi2 = Pmin and pZi = Pmaz. And gAB = gCB = 5 , g A C = g C A = 1,geD = 1. The handoff new path route length is shown in Figure 10 as a function of the imbalance ratiopmazfpmi,.
Through simple examples, we have obtained analytical results on the performance of typical path rerouting algorithms. They are reflected by the route lengths of OD pairs and the route length of handoff new paths. We have observed that the PE algorithm is not a good choice if the user mobility is high. And the LD algorithm may not be a good choice if traffic is unbalanced. For both concerns, it seems the FD algorithm is a good choice since it has the smallest handoff new path route length and only a slightly greater overall route lengths in OD pairs. We now verify the analytical observations through simulations of a larger network configuration.
Iv. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS THROUGH SIMULATIONS
In the previous section, we have seen that the route lengths of OD pairs and the route lengths of handoff new paths can measure the performance of path rerouting algorithms. The route lengths of OD pairs reflect overall traffic load in the network and the route lengths of handoff new paths reflect the extra traffic load when handoff traffic flows are unbalanced.
In the simulations, we are going to measure the connection path length of individual calls to estimate the route lengths of OD pairs and measure the new path length of individual call handoff to estimate the route lengths of handoff new paths.
The network used in the simulation is as shown in Figure   1 1. It is an example in ATM Forum PNNI specifications [ 171 for PNNI hierarchical structure. In this network, there are 27 switches and three hierarchical levels. We use peer group C as a fixed backbone network and peer group A and B as the mobile The simulation is conducted as follows. Three mobile terminals starting calls at A.1.2, A.3.4 and B.2.3 to a remote server at C.2 in the fixed network. Each call starts with an exponential distributed lifetime t f with average L and performs t f handoffs then terminates. At the access point where the call is terminated, a new call is started. The procedure continues until each mobile terminal performs 10, OOO handoffs. A mobile user will randomly handoff to one of the neighboring cells with equal probability.
In the simulation, we use three path rerouting algorithms, Path Extension (PE), First-Cross-to-CT (FXCT, as an approximation of LD algorithm, which uses first crossover switch toward the CT as the COS) and First-Cross-to-OldBS (FXBS, as an approximation of FD algorithm, which uses first crossover switch toward the OldBS as the COS). Figure N show the route length for the three path rerouting algorithms. It is obvious that PE has linear increasing in route length. Higher user mobility implies more handoffs per call lifetime. It is not surprising that FXBS has only a little extra path length over the FXCT algorithm and is almost constant as mobil- Simulation with random mobility neighborhood ity increases. This is consistent with our analytical example in Figure 9 . Using the FXBS algorithm, the network needs about 10% more capacity than using FXCT algorithm, however, the capacity increment does not change much as the user mobility increases. Figure 13 shows the route lengths of handoff new paths for three algorithms. They do not change much with the user mobility. However, they will cause the handoff traffic flow to increase at different rate when unbalanced ratio increases. FXCT algorithm has a new path length about 0.5 hops more than what of the FXBS algorithm. When handoff flows are not balanced, the capacity increment on the new path for FXCT algorithm can be much larger than FXBS algorithm. Since the new path takes the handoff flows, if handoff traffic flows double the original traffic load on the new paths, the FXCT algorithm needs one more hop (2 * 0.5) on average than the FXBS algorithm, which is also about 10% of total average path length. So depending upon the mobility pattern, one algorithm may consume less of the network resources.
In the second simulation, the neighborhood of the access network is randomly generated among the nodes in peer groups A, B. On the average, each node has 4 neighbors and the neighbors are randomly selected. If a node 2 is closer to y in terms of PNNI hierarchy, the probability that 2 is a neighbor of y is higher.
LFrom Figure 14 , we can see the route lengths for FXCT and FXBS are about the same as the first example. The FXBS needs about 10% more hops than FXCTalgorithm. However, in Figure  15 , we observe the difference between the route length for handoff new paths for FXCT and FXBS is bigger about 0.7 hops. Therefore when handoff flows are unbalanced, the handoff flows may cause more capacity requirements for the FXCT algorithm than the FXBS.
V. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the traffic distribution in mobile ATM networks through a dynamic flow model. We observed that user mobility will produce two effects over network traffic. One is the temporal variations in network traffic loads which can cost network resources when the handoff traffic is unbalanced and the other is the smoothing effect of the network traffic distribution which can relieve traffic load, especially when handoff traffic is balanced. Typical handoff path rerouting algorithms for handoff control are evaluated. By measuring the route lengths of OD pairs and the route length of handoff new paths, we conclude that the FD (or FXBS) algorithm has advantages over other algorithms in most situations, especially when the link capacity in the access network costs less than that in the core network. The performance analysis can also help us redesign the network topology by adding more links or increasing capacity in the network based on the user mobility pattern. Furthermore, the results may suggest a rearrangement of access points to balance handoff traffic flows. Future work will include analytical models for PNNI hierarchical networks and the simulation in a large scale network setup.
